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“Newsman: “tene. Los: ‘Angeles district attorney Bas confirmed an 2 
sveariter report ‘that investigation is. underway. .into the possible - 

altering of evidence uséad to convict Sirhen . Sirhan for the ass~ 
\Ebsina fon of. Senator Robert. Hennedy. 

“District Attorney’ Josévh Bugsen says, and’ I quote ome: cease, 
order protecting’ the. ex chibit. has- been ignored and the 
exhibits have not ; “been. properly Protected ®Y, the country, © 
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"Indeed. there 1s evidence the exhibits have been handled by. 
merous persons." (Farr) “We are currently in the midst of 

'' gn investigation to. determine whether there has been any 
-. intens ional or un- ~intentional tempering with the key exhibits 

‘Anvolved im thetrial, including the murder weapon and tne. bullet 

yt taken from the. ‘body of Senator. Robert Kennedy... However, this 

ue 8 offices’ has - Yaunenhed a Puld invest Ligation int tO ‘this natter.. 

i have been aut thorized: oy the Los Angeles Police Devertment to 

state that they intent no react ‘activation - of its special unit. 

_ senator section - which’ conducted toe initia comprehensive’ 

“probe into ‘t che Senator’ rs} aesassinetion, ~ 
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- Bush's. news: s secncbany Wiaadem Farr quotes. the .D.As as stating, |” 
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At the conélusica of the snvesti étion by ny of site WE “WALL take 

-gopropriate action and wake the full report.to the public. We - 

“". are still confident at this point that the original investigation, 

oe thorough and that, the subsequent trial outcome was valid. 

* Our concern now is. whether ‘there has been. any violation.of the — 

> trial . exhibits, 3 e-are terribly. concerned about - the Dos esipility 

that they heave been Lenpered with, '



“TE we “have this. loose des oription “by. Chief: ‘Davis suggesting 
that ~ you know - maybe the seratch marks were changed ~ the’ 
. identifying characteristics of the. bullets. Again L ‘don't. 

.. know exactly how that takes > ‘Place and as far as I know it was 
/ done fumkux down at the Clerk's office and an avery. authorized a 
and traditional . fa Shion," a


